Patient Care

Mission

Our expert practitioners provide the highest quality of patient care services based on scientific evidence, modeling clinical education and inquiry for the future.

Vision

To be recognized as the gold standard physical therapy clinical in San Francisco, exemplifying:

- Quality of Care
- Cost Effectiveness
- Sensitivity to Patient's Needs
- Integration of Scientific Advances
- Multidisciplinary Approaches to Providing State of the Art Comprehensive Care
To Schedule an Appointment

UCSF Physical Therapy Outpatient Practice (adult services) [1]
Mission Bay
1500 Owens St., Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94158

Mount Zion
2655 Bush Street, Suite C-1
San Francisco, CA 94115

Lakeshore
1569 Sloat Boulevard, Suite 333A
San Francisco, CA 94132

Phone: (415) 353-7598
Fax: (415) 353-9554

- Directions and Shuttle Services [2]

UCSF Outpatient Pediatric Rehabilitation Clinic (pediatric services) [3]
500 Parnassus Avenue, Millberry Union, Room MU09
San Francisco, CA 94143-0228

Phone: (415) 353-4972
Fax: (415) 353-4974

- Directions and Shuttle Services [3]